This chapter is about vision to make systems more autonomous. We parallel two aspects of the current evolution of System-Perception: more ambitious yet coherent tasks tightly rely on more abstract description and control. As vision is likely to be a major and complex sensory modality for machines as it is for most animals, we concentrate our development on it. In the first part we show how thinking to systems helped to better pose vision problems and solve them in a useful manner. That is the "active vision" trend that we explain and illustrate. Along the same line, the necessity for anticipation further shows, leading to a first definition of "situated vision". The second part deals with how to design systems able to achieve such vision. We show from a few examples how architectural descriptions evolve and better fit important features to grasp -a model-in view of more efficient control towards intelligence. Inner communication flows are better be controlled than local tasks that should be assumed completed efficiently enough in all cases. We conclude with a plausible sketch of a system to be experimented on in situations that require some autonomy.
This chapter is about vision to make systems more autonomous. We parallel two aspects of the current evolution of System-Perception: more ambitious yet coherent tasks tightly rely on more abstract description and control. As vision is likely to be a major and complex sensory modality for machines as it is for most animals, we concentrate our development on it. In the first part we show how thinking to systems helped to better pose vision problems and solve them in a useful manner. That is the "active vision" trend that we explain and illustrate. Along the same line, the necessity for anticipation further shows, leading to a first definition of "situated vision". The second part deals with how to design systems able to achieve such vision. We show from a few examples how architectural descriptions evolve and better fit important features to grasp -a model-in view of more efficient control towards intelligence. Inner communication flows are better be controlled than local tasks that should be assumed completed efficiently enough in all cases. We conclude with a plausible sketch of a system to be experimented on in situations that require some autonomy.
There are several facets to system intelligence. Most popular ones relate to the tasks that systems can complete, to the evolving situations they can cope with or their ability to versatile self-configuration from adaptability to learning. All deal with the goals of the system, meaning its properties when being observed at work. A less obvious feature for a system to be intelligent refers more to technological yet fundamental aspects: it concerns all ways data and then information can flow across and between parts of it, being stored and transformed along the process. It deals with the internal ability of the system to be described, thus built.
It is well known that prehistoric monsters such as brontosaurus still had a brain as big as an orange for the global size of half a dozen buses and were likely very slow and ill-coordinated due to the difficulty for messages to go from head to toes. On the other hand, considering a philharmonic orchestra of comparative size, it is not enough that members play right respecting the tempo and not producing wrong notes. At some point for the audience to start being thrilled, performers need to really play together and make music: that refers to some chemistry extremely hard to explain except for the key role that communication plays into it up to real communion. At that stage even dissonance are not a problem and may accrue the pleasure.
Figure 1 Two intelligent systems to different degrees
From a system point of view an orchestra is a parallel machine that transforms a given set of human energies into one melodious -to say the least -sound, under control of a distributed full score and a conductor's will. The eye should obviously play a major part beside the main sensor for the task that is the ear. Some members, the operators inside this parallel machine, may have more ancient instruments than others' with different timbre then, some may be slightly slower or faster to react; they likely have different feelings about the piece of music to play and its rendering, one could have a tooth-ache that day, etc. But in the end they will sound like one instrument extremely advanced and complex compared to any component.
How do they do that? They use any suitable sensor at their disposal not only to listen to the output air or read music lines, but also to understand and locally compensate for any variation that would not contribute to the goal: ears to track each slight variation in the local output by themselves and their group while getting a more global impression, eyes to check on the neighbors' attitude indicative of the rhythm or on the conductor's pose and gesture. Even more than that, they keep communicating through their own body expression, eye contact or sound modulations e.g. in burst or intensity: not only do they perform an active perception on the sense they search for every pertinent piece of information to use, but they help others do that. Not to forget that rehearsal got every member used to the other and to the conductor's message that codes the ultimate goal of the system: the training made easier interpretation of all internal signals in building a common more abstract language. Figure 2 An architecture view to the orchestra Now, the question in this paper is also how we can describe such a system. With a bit of "reverse engineering": firstly, how does the conductor manage to control it, and based on which representation? Secondly how do we relate the output -a pleasure to stem from the harmony -to the system description including its controller? It becomes understandable that a learning method for any given instrument in the orchestra will not help that much, neither would the understanding of the physics of sound-making that varies a lot from brass to percussions or strings, nor would the knowledge of the precise physiological health state of the second violin etc. At that stage there is no other way for description -that is modeling and the first step towards efficient control -than to assume that any local part of the system will complete its own task at best and that this best is enough. Would it be only because if it is not the case, the goal is likely never to be achieved and then any optimization or control becomes useless! Conversely, a description focusing on information flows and retaining local efficiency gauges only should be more suitable for behavior control. The denser and more abstract the description, the higher level the control.
Human Energy
Thrill Eventually, describing a system that reaches comparative a level of coordination to the service of a given performance cannot be in terms of what each component does right or wrong. Again, at this level of complexity, one needs to assume every part fulfils its task satisfactorily as a necessary prerequisite. The supplement of activity allowing the behavior to be perceived as intelligent is all a matter of inner communication and control. The more abstract system description then fits the more abstract and general system activity: indeed explaining how a body would endeavor to survive in all circumstances is better done in terms of running (fast motion), hiding (environmental fusion) or fighting (strong reaction) subject to perception, rather than in terms of the precise moves of each joint of each member in the 3-D geometric task-related space transformed from the 4-D virtual sensory space. Figure 3 On the interest of off-line training Building on such considerations, the present article parallels both aspects of the current evolution of System-Perception: more ambitious yet coherent tasks tightly bound to more abstract description and control. As vision is likely to be a major and complex sensory modality for machines as it is for most animals, we first concentrate our development on it. In the first part we show how thinking to systems helped to better pose vision problems and solve them in a useful manner. Following that line, the necessity for anticipation is put forward, leading to a first definition of situated vision. The second part deals with how to design systems able to achieve such vision, more generally embedded into Perception. We show from a few examples how sensor fusion architecture descriptions evolve and fit better important features to grasp -a model-in view of more efficient control towards intelligence. The paper concludes with a sketch of a system to be experimented on in situations that require some autonomy. In the 80's, vision systems are mostly oriented towards the environment reconstruction, mainly geometric. 3-D modeling is then central in all these systems before any decision is to be taken (moving cameras, changing parameters…): this is the MIT's fashion, after Marr's theory of early vision and primal sketch, to ground the reconstruction on shape from-X (contour, shading, texture) and on optical flow for motion. Note that no actually running system ever came out of this, and that all known real systems (see for instance [1] to [23] ) did proceed in a quasi opposite way: the 3-D configuration was somewhat of a perception/action loop by-product to be used if necessary. Such an apparent miracle stems from the active way vision gets involved in these latter systems' overall behavior.
Indeed, most vision and hence perception problems are ill posed in the Hadamard's sense because they aim at inverting multiple projections: on a focal plane by sensing, on integers by sampling, on features by segmenting, etc.
Some others as navigation in a rigid world are well posed but highly unstable. Rather than regularizing with constraints like smoothness, somewhat questionable on variables measured from the scene, engineers would constrain the sensors that have to be mastered anyway. Then Aloimonos [24] in 1988 started to formalize the idea and successfully checked its validity on four fashionable questions at that time: shape from shading, from contours, from texture (ill-posed in their passive setting), and structure from motion (unstable in its passive setting). A similar effort is later due to Clark who computes a depth map in 1992, by stereo photometry where the light source moves in a controlled way. The concept of active perception considered in the paper is closer to Bajcsy's in 1985 [25] and to our own ideas [26] , [27] , [28] of solving problems by a strategy of sensor control: that implies explicit perceptive goals and selection criteria. Nowadays several trends have been classified in this approach:
Active vision: a rather theoretical analysis of the vision process originated by Aloimonos to optimize visual or visually guided tasks [24] , [29] , [30] . Structure from controlled motion [31] , [32] belongs to this category in so far as cameras' moves help to optimize the 3-D reconstruction.
Active perception: a study of perception strategies, including sensor and signal processing cooperation, to achieve knowledge about the environment better [33] , [34] , [35] . The concept extends up to all sensor fusion where information gathers from several points of view, several physical principles of sensors, and several time steps. Other examples are trying to define strategies [36] , [37] , designing supervisors [38] , or studying the impact of acquisition uncertainty on feedback [39] .
Animate vision [40] : based on human perception analysis [41] , [42] , it aims at mimicking fixation and gaze control. Ballard's objective is to optimize the algorithm complexity, and to that effect, one major idea is to consider exocentric rather than egocentric coordinates that are invariant with the observer's movements. In [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] one can find additional results of the category.
Purposive vision: In [47] , another point of departure is the evidence that most vision systems have to answer precise questions and about a limited number of known tasks. In such a context, only pertaining information relative to the running task needs to be extracted. A designer has to ask the following questions in order: to what aim is the system built? Which knowledge is needed to reach the goal? How does one get this knowledge? An extended analysis and discussion of what seems a re-constructionist approach again lays in [48] , [49] , [50] .
First applications
There is no doubt that technology helps in this evolution by miniaturizing, then accelerating, sensors and processors, and by varying the underlying physical phenomena to provide additional degrees of freedom (e.g. adjusting geometry and optics concurrently). At that stage, precise and complete modeling of all components in a perception system is seldom feasible. Thus, for system identification at least, experimenting cannot be avoided. The key role of technology in the success of the active perception approach over the last decade is evidenced by an explosive growth of binocular or trinocular heads to experiment in the sole domain of localization and tracking by triangulation or disparity based or other techniques. [51] up to [67] ! To further understand the exact level of realism enabled by these techniques, we list a few representative examples in different applications ranked by increasing complexity.
Quantitative surface description: position-control of the optical axis gives access to geometric surface features (e.g. local curvature and principal axes) from multiple views, thanks to the Blaschke's theorem [68] [69].
3-D reconstruction with occlusions: a hybrid sensor made of a laser rigidly coupled with a camera swipes a plane. Its known geometry gives access to the depth of all object points in the scene. Occlusions generate blind zones in two ways: the laser beam does not reach any surface, or its reflection does not reach the camera. A plane rotation solves the first type while a rotation of the support inside the plane solves the second type. In that case, the movement's optimization is purely spatial (no idea of saccade or any other time minimization).
Visual system control: vision may serve a classical feedback in two ways [70] :
• Look and move: the relative position of the camera respective to an object (opportune landmark) is measured out of the processed image and taken for the input. Then, the difference "estimation/objective" is minimized in moving the camera.
• Visual servoing: the objective deals directly with extracted image features (for instance the camera is moved to align specific points of interest). This technique is faster, but it requires the interaction-matrix mapping image features on to camera moves, which may not be fully computable.
The research in that domain is still ongoing about feature efficiency, control laws, and robustness.
Indirect search: autonomy implies for robots to localize objects of intermediate or temporary interest considering the current phase of a mission. Wide-angle cameras either do not help for small objects or distort, and narrow angle cameras may take long to scan the whole field of view. Wixson [71] , [72] proposed a general search scheme based on spatial relations between intermediate significant objects, easy to spot in low resolution, and small or less obvious objects to be found only in high resolution. Finding the first one thanks to its size or color will restrict the translation/rotation of the narrow angle device. Efficiencies have been compared, and gains in time to find the target can be as large as eight. More structural relations, based on physics for instance, were considered as well [73] .
Tracking information from interpretation: TEA1 [74] , [75] , and then d (for dynamic)-TEA1, answer questions of the kind "Who is coming for dinner?" on planar static scenes. If a distinguished guest is expected, several glasses are set for each person. To confirm a given conjecture, the system selectively gathers image data in variable resolution and processes them accordingly. A priori knowledge is coded as {P(object 1 in x,y / object 2 in u,v), object hierarchies, dependence inter elementary actions} into Bayes nets. Full interpretation is completed in 5 steps:
• Checking the list of actions • Exhibiting the most suitable one (informative gain/cost)
• Firing the action • Updating nodes in the causal nets • Iterating up to reach a predefined confidence in the answer These latter examples were among the most sophisticated. It confirms that the better balance between processing and control actually enables systems to escape the curse of prior environment reconstruction. This is replaced by perception-action loops as in visual feedback or indirect search. Then resource allocation together with technology (e.g. supply independence, miniaturization, or networking) makes them more versatile. Obviously, though intuitively, they can answer much higher-level perception requests (finding glasses on a table takes more than mere segmentation) and they already secure a large variety of local but more general decisions (assessing slopes, finding sub-paths, etc.).
Towards more advanced applications:
Yet, no such system suggests real autonomy: the robot skills provided so far seem again too sparse and likely to be operating in isolation. Whether it is purposive or animate vision, the goal seems to lower algorithm -or systemcomplexity more than to augment the system ability considering a given set of modules. The situated vision aims at such control to making resources communicate better. Likely a direct consequence of the lack of global optimization, most operations completed at this level remain robot centered: the machine profits by its own moves to know better a static environment.
To give a temporal example, finding by itself intermediate landmarks is a significant improvement but what happens if there is no other interesting object than a mobile one, or if the interest bound to the scene or to the very perceptive task stems from the movement? Objects' motions are then part of the on-set, and assuming the robot tracks a moving object, it could never catch it. The difference between active and situated vision in this case is looking where the target is, versus looking at the location, and more generally situation, the target will be in.
These ten last years, functional modules exhibit increased adaptability, generality, and semantic level. Two examples among many illustrate the progress: in Munich, where the very first autonomous car was built [1 to 6], the current generation tackles Expectations, Multi focal and Saccadic gaze control; in Oxford the ConDensAtion algorithm supports improved tracking through a more general representation of probability, akin to Kalman with multi-modal conditional densities [76] , [77] , (see also [33] , [70] , [78] , [79] , and further results on probability extent attempts including fuzziness, evidence, etc.). Components get more adaptive along with technology, systems do not.
Then both at the same time, modules are fulfilling there tasks in a satisfactory manner and a more global optimization is required to go beyond the present level of intelligence. The stress being put on communication, we show from examples of progressively more ambitious sensor fusion systems how robots could tackle wider situations.
Problem setting and different views at it

Problem setting
The most sophisticated examples given so far like "information tracking" or "indirect search" and the recent advances outlined just above show how crucial it becomes to anticipate. There are actually two types of forecast: inner and outer. The good news with control, that is optimization mechanisms, is that whence it was implemented it can serve both. Internal optimization will cover resource management and external optimization deals with the classical task adaptation and fulfilling.
However many basic examples in the technological domain, such as memory (cache) management for instance, seem to prove that already at this level making systems more reactive does not imply making them clever. For intelligence to emerge, we conjecture that anticipation ought to be at the same time the goal and the means to reach it! Technically, the control requires a map to be made explicit between the situation outside -objects, interrelations, and changes -and the situation inside -modules (acquisition, processing, and decision), networks and operating -. The latter map has three major consequences:
• "Situations" imply the name "situated vision" which refers to varying, possibly dynamic, graphs at both ends;
• Situated implies a significantly more complex control than adaptive, starting from the endo/exo double nature;
• Endo/exo systems are interacting, that implies information flows between objects to be mapped on to the data-flows between modules for these flows to be controlled. This ultimate consequence is the exact translation of the conjecture above: the map supports system control while its update is the very objective.
We can now clear the control difference between "active" and "situated" vision. The first maximizes the amount of useful information w.r.t. the task by managing resources in the system and, indirectly if no physical intervention, in the environment. The second deals with information flows inside, outside and between to maximize straight some predefined efficiency regarding a planning result.
Different views
One can distinguish between four principal representations of devices running some mix of supervision and planning, each corresponding to a different scientific approach: systemic, control theory, artificial intelligence or cognitive science. Results vary according to the stress put on one or the other, and from the amount of human inspiration vs. abstract model. But as we outline briefly these four approaches, it will appear that none of them could fully support the situated vision as we are currently defining it. So we propose the intermediate type of architecture where flows between near optimal operators are controlled.
Systemic assumes any problem splits into sub-problems according to known arrangements like sequence or parallel, until complexity is low enough for the corresponding function to be designed and made by a human-size team. The difficulty comes from the atomization that generates progressively more intricate interactions between modules to still fit the initial specifications. Most of the work then tackles functional standards and protocols to reach coherent behaviors, yet quite far from intelligent ones.
Control Theory proceeds by models of the system and expected perturbations. The model embeds modules for which the state of every module contributes to the global system state. For instance actual control would rely on coordinating local state transitions. The dimension of the system (linear, complexity wise or in any meaning) soon prevents accurate modeling: subsystems are given models augmented with degraded versions of links between states (e.g. stochastic). Approximate solutions are guaranteed enough precision or robustness margins that a targeted action or sequence of actions be completed.
Artificial Intelligence is intended here to cover the set of techniques for inference based decision making. Inference can be logical, as well as stochastic (e.g. Bayesian and derivates) or heuristic control for supervision. Each technique offers specific pros and cons triggering the designer's inventiveness to the service of complex system engineering, but still dedicated to specific limited application field (among other constraints, the so-called expertise).
Cognitive Sciences address theoretical discussions of mental representations, their nature, properties and functions. Through the idea of analogue representation, reasoning, learning and problem solving are met. Conceptual organizations provide for the so-called cognitive architectures and knowledge structuring supports some kind of generic computer implementations. The mimetic approach helps finding new theories in A.I but does not lead easily to the implementation of a given concrete application.
Back again to the orchestra,
Control theory would consider it as the owner manager does: any component comes to a fount of profit or a cause of loss to be optimized. Remember the fire man too, for whom any human or instrument is nothing but an obstacle on the others' way to escape in case of trouble etc.
Systemic behaves like the stage manager who sees instruments as boxes to ship, musicians as items to be paired in hotel rooms … Artificial Intelligence reminds of the conductor who exploits the real expertise respective to main task -producing music -and takes music related decisions independent of any other context
Cognitive Science would range any where between the school of music teachers or parents and the whole population of composers or musicologists, the whole set of orchestras in general or music experts. All of them jointly provide an accurate enough view to the orchestra system, supporting its control and progress in any situation.
Modules, actors, agents to interact
To conclude with the problem setting, let us quote here the different facets of a generic intelligent behavior that is interaction, as a working group of a dozen French teams in the fields of AI and HMI tried to represent it.
The graph describes interaction mechanisms between actors of a system (agents, real processing modules etc.). It applies recursively to systems exchanging with their environment. Most branches have instances already implemented in artificial systems: information fusion, competition, planned cooperation or adaptive control. The interesting and hard point remains "opportunistic control" that covers most part of human intelligence in that much it is complementary of the rest.
Computer solutions still remain to be designed and implemented. As instance, for what concerns vision, situated then, the opportunistic nature of control would translate first in Management of events changing the current situation (mainly objects appearing or disappearing in the scene) Early detection from given behaviors of selected autonomous objects. Further stages could address less specific inter object relations towards scene understanding in general Various types of involved complexity trigger various design approaches. Considering them all in front of the state of current design technology, it is obviously hard to spare some functional decomposition of such perception systems into communicating modules and/or layers. Some will be closer to real operation than others, but in all cases decomposing increases in turn the control problem along its two axes:
• Resource management -actuators, sensors and processors -to reach subgoals or to focus attention • Dimensioning of external state description and prediction (the system itself included) to anticipate what is to be expected in some suitable future One can consider the initial functional decomposition as a preliminary modular architecture exhibiting data flows that must be controlled in real time. The problem we try to pose well through the following examples in the next section is: "is it enough to control these flows, assuming that operator modules are well enough specified to stay between admissible error bounds and that information conveyed includes sufficient evaluation of marginal errors?"
Examples of advanced vision systems:
Deliberative vs. Reactive sensor fusion:
Two principal axes emerged practically from robotics in the field of vision system modeling:
• the so called deliberative approach in which systems are not meant to deal with solving a whole problem, but they are given tools for decomposing a problem functionally into sub-problems according to predefined specialties. Then control can be operated by a planning module to systematic work-load balancing.
• the reactive approach in which systems complete a selection of doable moves. Examples introduced in section I above resort to the latter family.
Most current attempts today are hybrid ones putting variable stress on "planning" or "input-output (perception-action) coupling". From section I, Active vision appears as both a key technique in vision and obviously an intelligent process since it consists of looking for information where it is. Actually, from a control and system point of view there is no difference between sensor fusion and active vision. Both target wider system perception. The first covers an optimized cooperation between cameras and other sensors. The second covers the same between cameras and actuators. The first benefits from a priori more agile sensing and complexity is bound to resource management, the second puts image data forward and complexity is mastered through sensor control. Algorithms and techniques remain similar in both cases, so is the ultimate goal: information maximization to trigger the action right.
We thus concentrate now on sensor fusion systems. We present a few datafusion specific architectures to exemplify the evolution of perception systems design. Such architectures can be described as hardware, system or functional. While fusion systems develop, all three complexities -practical, theoretical and functional -grow in accordance. A first attempt to master the combinatorics tied to the growing complexity is in slicing it into various functional levels. A working group sponsored by the American DOD proposed such a multi level fusion model. The six layers gather into a functional, allegedly generic, architecture model. The corresponding system descriptions are deliberative and still evolving nowadays (JDL Data Fusion Working Group [80] ). Such a taxonomic (non operational) work could support task labeling and hence subtask interoperability inside a complete system, but flows or interactions between modules are not explicit. Dasarathy [81] suggests to access data and control flows according to 3 abstraction levels: data, features, decisions. Circulating data are typified as in declarative or object-oriented programming techniques. The result is, again at the taxonomic stage, to show how rich information combining mechanisms can be. Already flows between combination-blocks are clearly identified for their semantics, and a regulation mechanism controls lower levels from partial decisions. Bedworth [82] adapts another model, the so-called OODA that is a loop crossing data-flows. The loop is closed by the action on the real world, explicitly introducing reactivity into the architecture design or control. Endsley [83] & Salerno [84] clearly belong to control theory with 4 reactive loops embedded within different functional levels of tasks. A global state controlled by a hierarchical mechanism gets preferred to data flows. It makes a mix Bedworth/Boyd and JDL approach: the major gain compared to previous models is in making the control explicit through state/communication types rather than mere data types. Bedworth and Frankel [85] go one step further in adapting some conjectures on the task management in the brain: human cognition to modeling interactions between various reasoning modalities. Two explicit flows run in opposite directions: from row data to decision and from decision to lower level control. The description shows data flows with types, circulating from one functional unit to another, but with no explicit regulation. Units are stacked according to an hierarchical abstraction principle. It thus amounts to a combination of Dasarathy and Salerno with data flows added. The human flavor enables it to bridge the different schools involved in a complex (autonomous) system design -operational, theoretic, computer -, possibly widening the class of tackled difficulties.
Although it does not always bring operative solutions out, suggesting models that make these communities work together turns out to be an efficient way of finding innovative practical solutions to new problems arising from more ambitious systems.
JDL Data Fusion Model extended with user refinement
The JDL model is a functional one obeying a strict systemic point of view. It provides a taxonomic common referential to exhibit categories of problems in the same way operational people have been thinking and organizing their systems the last decades. It currently shows five or six levels of tasks, but authors keep adding new levels making this influential model evolve [86] , [87] .
A stream of data enters at level 0 -the signal and image pre-processing stage to estimate and predict present objects. Then, at level 1, objects are correlated in time for tracks and identification from a priori knowledge. Most literature concentrates on these two levels.
At level 2 -situation assessment -knowledge about objects, their features and relationships is aggregated to evaluate or understand the current situation. The next level evaluates the impact of potential evolutions which the current estimated situation can turn into. Level 4 or Process Refinement supports feedback mechanisms on sensors. Related functions can then be considered part of the resource management that contributes to progressive control refinement of the data fusion. The lastly proposed level 5 -User Refinement -is an ad hoc level impersonating specific adaptations through a human interface existing in all operational systems. Note that the latter interface would be the only actual output of the system if any. "The JDL model does not speak in any detail to the notion of how the overall output of a given fusion process may be generated and controlled see [87] ". Inter-level information and flow control are not fully explicit in the traditional JDL model; this is in part because the model is not an actual architecture for building fusion systems, and in part for keeping sketches simple. Note anyway that flow control would show only at level 5 and under a simple reactive form (active perception) at level 4. Inter level exchanges, represented by vertical arrows in figure 2, are in reality protocols with attributes. On such precompiled and typified information flows one could build some flow control, yet far from truly dynamic flow control. Despite lots of papers about protocols and exact level of given functionalities, generic enough mechanisms remain to be found elsewhere [see Varshney [88] for instance].
Data Feature Decision model
Unlike JDL that starts from applications, DFD grows up on tools. It takes advantage of the levels commonly agreed on in AIPR: data, feature, decision. Although taxonomic again, the work evidences a variety of fusion mechanisms 
Fus ion DataBase
Information Sources Data Sources
Sensor Management Level 4 Process Refinement to be implemented inside the very operation-level 0 of JDL. Flows -data or control -are given types or methods as in Object Oriented programming. A mechanism is then represented as an arrow with acronym, such as DAI-FEO for data in/feature out (e.g. Image segmentation). Bottom up flows are natural in this scheme and horizontal flows stem from operative selection. Flow types relate to semantics, actually a generic technical scheme in these research fields, that enables regulation processes to control lower level procedures from partial decisions at upper levels, whence top-down arrows in Figure 3 .
Such interaction mechanisms between data processing levels are extremely common in the Signal or Image Processing literature as in the Clustering or Pattern Recognition literature. They cover up to cooperative segmentation or decision loops, but they remain too elementary respective to operational considerations. Yet the representation puts forward the interest of data flow models with types and in opposite directions. 
OODA models (Cyclic Architecture)
The OODA model comes from tackling the problem: "how to make a system aware of a situation?" Technically, this is a specific question addressing a peculiar phase of perception, but it is also a universal one system wise as we proved sections 0 to 2 in struggling to better define "situated vision". Situation awareness according to Endsley [83] 
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Input environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and a projection of their status in the near future In building a so called « pilot in the loop » scenario, they underline the importance of favoring the awareness of complex, evolving situations in a jointly timely and accurate manner. On top of classical "observation, decision, action" phases of any control loop, the "orient" element is made explicit to be in charge of placing information into context. "Orient" thus appears a precursor to the decision making process, not a replacement for it [82] . Compared to JDL and DFD, OODA adds some more system realism in closing flow loops through real world and in making action a major perception means, a truly reactive approach. Control shows up naturally as a simple mechanism in a loop. Some key technical points for the model to come to implementation are:
• The use of graphical models to express relationship between variables leading to a network.
• Whence extensive use of Bayesian networks, efficient in the case of small unidirectional graphs. However in general situations, attainable prior knowledge does not allow to construct directly a graphical model. It must be learnt [89] .
• Control loop through the real world leads to time delay. Elementary versions of such control do not guaranty efficiency. For instance, developments in active vision show the importance of introducing some opportunistic orientation at each step to limit the exponential growth of local decisions. The role of the "Orient" process is precisely to introduce an opportunistic control prior to "Decide". There, feedback aspects must be made explicit by combining system goal and task oriented projections [82] . Back to technical specificity, loops like OODA are meant to become so called processing arcs, either reflex or elaborated thinking: that implies all other control mechanisms remain to be designed explicitly, such as information fusion or action supervision on top of context handling.
Imbricate loop control
This model can be considered a generalization of the previous one where functions are included in one another rather than chained. Real implementation is targeted with as many practical considerations as possible, although it does not obey strict a reactive approach (see (*) below). • understanding the current situation requires interpretation and synthesis • projecting future events in a short term introduces bets about the behavior of other autonomous objects in the scene. They support imagination of possible futures, therefore acquisition or processing orientation by focusing, and eventually early detection of object-behavior changes.
• deriving a simple chain of actions from a subset of available moves requires a measure of performance, achieving the expected higher level outcome [90] .
The end result is a thinking mechanism -as opposed to reflex ones -that successfully answers a 4 question flow all the way through perception ("What are the current fact?"), understanding ("What is actually going on?"), projection ("What is most likely to happen if …?") and resolution ("What exactly shall I do?"), provided a real ability to control actuators or to request and get elaboration, refinement or additional data. The questioning representation translates into protocols when thinking arcs come to implementation. Indeed, every function runs in parallel and continuous update is provided to one another in a condensed form.
It remains that such control architecture does not explicitly describe actual streams among concrete modules. For example, explicit loop termination mechanisms are needed. And following this model, even for the simplest system to run in actuality different course of actions need to compete by using a suitable performance gauge. The latter control objective, to be optimized given some application, stresses upon a necessarily wider conceptual frame to embed states in.
(*) The approach becomes reactive when control, e.g. loop ending, depends on contextual information bound to instant objectives revised according to, for the moment, pre compiled schemes.
Human conceptualization: Architecture with two streams
Frankel & Bedworth [85] endeavor to translate a more elaborate concept of controlled global expectation allegedly a key one in human thinking. The result is a mix of the respectively chained and inclusive models in 4) and 5). Working by graph descriptions, Frankel [85] elaborates an architecture (figure 10-a) with two self-regulatory processes: local (from stimuli to response) according to time response or goal focalization and global/emotional (from expectation to perception) to govern goal setting and adaptive control. One gets two antagonists flows with types and various control flows. The first stream is classical in other fusion models. The second operates backwards: bets are made on the dynamics of autonomous objects discovered in the scene and possible futures are analyzed. That supports prediction to control goals of the local loop by re-orienting the perception and re-organizing sub-goals. Some other important streams exist to tighten the coupling between local and global loops. For implementing again different levels of a perceptive hierarchy ( figure 10-b) , the same graph is duplicated and superposed with a mechanism of inter-level communication. Two coupling exist then: one in parallel (at every level) through the real world, the other serial following the inter-level mechanism. A major the real operations world; DFD is more concerned with practical vision implementation. The three last ones regress somehow in that operators would become too much detailed respective to the goal. In concentrating on data and control flows, they offer processing arcs to support fusion mechanisms at various semantic levels.
However, that makes it difficult then to compute inference mechanisms. But also we noticed that they translate different concerns in reusing similar basic blocks and associating them differently ( figure 11 ). OODA as a flat loop fits reflex processes. To support more elaborate reasoning with competing predictive solutions the second type embeds similar functions into nested loops. The last one takes after them in exhibiting one more flow, actually a distributed supervision, in the opposite way through similar functions again. All three can use stacks of such loops, each devoted to a given semantic level.
So, at some point between the second and third examples, the combinatorics of interactions appears worth the control. Eventually, system design comes back again to the control of communications between modules which are supposed 1-to have been locally tailored to their individual task 2-to be in a situation of completing the task in known (preferably optimal) conditions Then, neither do they need to be described with too many details anymore, nor do they require frequent control.
Conclusion: Yet another model?
Eventually it appeared that best solutions would come from a trade off between two quite opposite trends:
• integrating modular sub-functions within a global and general fusion system, • chaining active mechanisms in a dedicated application.
The frontier between the two kinds of design schemes tends to become fuzzy, as and when versatile reactions or intricate timelinessaccuracy-and-scope reactions are necessary to the application of autonomous vehicle guidance ( figure 12 ). Our own model (figure 13) intends to be general enough so that it could instantiate any previous model outlined above depending on the class of situation and on the application. At the same time it is implemented right upon design onto an autonomous car.
The primary interaction with the exo-system is made of the so-called processing arcs (bottom right). They were designed elsewhere (classical algorithms, usual hardware devices, culturally agreed functions, bio-inspired etc.). Each one supports some nominal functioning in active or reactive perception and was proved an efficient mechanism in a given set of contexts * ( figure 14) . They are inserted here in a pure OODA style where the loop closes through the centralized control chain -1 to 5 -on the left. In most cases several steps will be by-passed, like 2 and 4 in a positive pedestrian detection, to get faster reaction. Note that this will change the state of the currently active arcs as well. As many arcs as necessary can be implemented and concurrently run in a preventive way: for the time being and sake of actual operationallity referring to the car, arcs are sorted by the amount of perceptive wondering and thus action delay. Such procedural steps are quite common (see TEA1 for instance), the novelty here if any resides in key step number 3. Control at that stage concentrates on three variables supporting anticipation: term (time), field (space) and imagination (data base). Each one is sampled into three values "short, medium and long". That makes our architectural translation of the situated vision concept (see I 3 and conclusion of II 1) generalizing the active vision concept: for instance steps 2 and 4 enable prediction that is a major difference between active and situated, without disturbing reflexes that ignore them. For instance, assuming a wider objective as for a car "stick to the road", looking for a target where it will be rather than where it is requires:
• step 2 to select potential behaviours from fused tracks and local models out of the data base, • step 3 to decide upon anticipation and then "filter" on "important" behaviours w.r.t. programmed objectives, and translate the latter behaviours into intermediate requests • step 4 to compile the requests into the language of available modules sensors and tools • step 5 to trigger adequate facilities in right conditions (timely, accurately, energy wise) Eventually, to act these steps, the central control module monitors four entities: perception (active vision), locomotion (robotics, vehicle), control and supervision (of tasks to be implemented on data flows of processing arcs), and last but not least flow control. Two are resources to be managed and two are means to be controlled. The whole structure gets activated upon events output by processing arcs or by tasks continuously running on the Fusion Data Base.
Other instances of the proposed model are doable but the present one, implementing an event-triggered central control, creates a suitable test bed for experimenting on both simplifying views to human intelligence as promoted by cognitive sciences and architectural concerns to enable external intelligent behavior. That way, a versatile architecture model is put to a concrete form by trading off between structured sets of application driven high level functionalities, too much general to reach operability, and operative flow driven constructs without enough organisation variability to be representative of true system intelligence. This architecture kernel is intended to accept continuously changing objectives which would carry out bases of situated vision. 
